
WHY BOXING SHOULD BE BANNED ESSAY

Boxing has an immense appeal in many cultures, and attracts enthusiastic fans and participants worldwide. It has been
around for many years.

It grabs the readers attention, and suggest what we expect to find when we read on. These doctors conclude
that putting an end to this degrading spectacle as they call it would put an end to deaths, injuries, and brain
damage caused by boxing. Those in favour of banning boxing argue that it is dangerous, potentially life
threatening and generally unsafe. In May , Lennox Lewis and Mike Tyson stepped in the ring to settle a
yearlong grudge by fighting each other. Arguments For and Against Banning Boxing Updated on March 12,
more Since completely university in England, Paul has worked as a bookseller, librarian and freelance writer.
Fans of boxing argue that the sport promotes physical fitness and discipline. Amateur fighters wear
headguards and aim to score points rather than knockouts. Boxing has been around since at least BC, when the
ancient Greeks made it into an Olympic game, but its modern history has often been controversial. If caught,
those breaking the law by organising or watching a boxing match could be punished severely. Every year both
amateur and professional boxers die in matches, or afterwards as a result of injuries. Wither way though, with
or without headgear and the banning of blows to the head or not, injuries are bound to happen in any way
shape or form. Any subject. Maybe I am just making too big a deal out of a simple definition here Remember:
This is just a sample from a fellow student. Some of the countries that actually banned boxing are Norway and
Sweden. Essay Topic: Money Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website! There are several people
who enjoy hardcore activities such as being involved in sports that require training and conditioning before
each competition or match. While he was fighting his management was very excited for him, but now that he
is done, that management team is moving on. Boxing is not only a source of entertainment, but it also provides
a positive outlet for the participants. Boxing is a very dangerous sport. Boxing teaches people self control over
their aggression and tempers in bad situations, which is very helpful for everyone. The fighting was brutal,
with bare-knuckle bouts continuing until one of the boxers could no longer continue. It would be very unfair
to ban professional boxing in particular. Though the risks of injury in boxing are significant, boxers are aware
of the realities of their sport and are more than adequately compensated for these by the big purses at stake in
fights. This sends children especially the entirely wrong message. Ali is perhaps the most famous and
charismatic boxer ever. We're doing a job to entertain people. The better it is, the less people appreciate it. The
aim of boxing is to hurt the other man. Boxing match featuring Ricardo Dominguez. Nobody is forced to box
or watch a fight, all participants do so through their own free will. Source Boxing is like jazz. Is it, can it, or
should it be practiced as something else rather than as a sport. Amateur boxing is one of the worlds most
regulated sports ever, therefore there are less severe injuries. As a first step, professional boxing at least should
be banned. A large majority of boxers were once young, aggressive juveniles who built up for themselves
reputations, of being accomplished street fighters, and therefore were in this way noticed by local professional
talent scouts.


